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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY 

The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the 
amenities of East Grinstead and its environs. 	The town has a 
long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for 
the time being to the hands of our generation. 	It should be our 
concern that such contributions as we in turn make are worthy of 
the past and a fitting bequest to the future. 

The Society arranges regular talks, discussions and visits. 
It produces a bi-annual Bulletin of articles of local interest 
and a quarterly Newsletter. 	In 1969 it produced a report on the 
High Street Conservation Area which was well received as a basis 
for future policy. 	It is very active in monitoring all planning 
applications and making representations to the authorities on 
planning matters. 	It has held six exhibitions, published a book 
of reminiscences, two town trails and three sets of postcards re-
producing old photographs of the town, restored the churchyard 
railings, planted trees, presented a seat to Sackville College 
and, with the Town Council, established a (now independent) Town 
Museum. 

The Society is registered as a charity (no, 257870), 	It is 
registered with the Civic Trust, a member of the Sussex Federat-
ion of Amenity Societies and affiliated to the Sussex Archaeolog-
ical Society. 	A copy of its constitution is available on re- 
quest to the Chairman. 

The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which 
it can be seen to represent public opinion; the larger its mem-
bership the greater its influence. 	The subscription is £4 p.a. 
(additional members in the same household £3, persons in full-
time education 25 new pence) to be renewed every year on 1 Janu- 
ary, except by those joining on or after 1 October. 	Subscrip- 
tions should be sent to the Hon. Treasurer, 29 Hurst Farm Road. 

PRESIDENT 	R.T.RENTON, N.P. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, 1 987-88: 
Chairman 	N.J .LEFPARD, M.A. (Press Correspondent, Editor) 
Vice-Chairman vacant 
Hon. Treasurer E.PEARCE 
Hon. Secretary D.B.KENT 

Mrs J.EDYE, M.A.; Miss G.V.F.EMMENS; R.E,GREGORY; C.E.HART-
LAND, A.A.Dip., FR.I.B.A., M.R.T.P.I.; R.S.HURCONB; Mrs B.L. 
NICHELL; R.E.S,NILLER; A.W.SCCPES, N.A., B.Sc.; Mrs D.YARWOOD 

Matter for the Bulletin and requests for publications to the 
Chairman (address on cover), changes of address and membership 
queries to Miss Emmens (2 Benchfield Close), matter for the News-
letter and programme queries to Mrs Edye (Thrush Field, Coombe 
Hill Road). 	The Secretary's address is 16 Parkside. 

Permission to reproduce anything from the Bulletin must be sought 
from the Editor. 	Unsigned contributions are the work of the Ed- 
itor or officers. 	Opinions in signed articles are not necessar- 
ily anyone's but their author's. 
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY 	No.44 Autumn 1988 

EDITORIAL 

Our tenth anniversary was marked in our Bulletin by two spe-
cial articles. With our twentieth anniversary~eTrations now 
safely past it seems opportune for one who has been involved in 
the Society from its foundation to offer some personal reflection 
on the second decade (pp.7f. below), especially if it stimulates 
others to further thought and comment. 	The pages of both the 
Newsletter and the Bulletin are always available for expressing 
appropriate views on where we are, where we've been and where 
we're going. 

COVER PICTURE 

The Old Lock-Up in the High Street, drawn by our member Mr 
K.G.Peters for our member Mrs A.F.Standen and reproduced with 
their permission. 	When the Sessions House, which used to stand 
in the middle of the High Street near where the war memorial now 
is, was demolished in 1829, this building was put up as a single- 
storey cell and policeman's cottage. 	Differing styles of brick- 
work show that the upper storey was added later. 	It presumably 
became a private house when a purpose-built police station was 
erected in West Street in 1860. 

ADDENDA  A N D CORRIGENDA 

References to earlier Bulletins are given in the form adopted for 
the index in Bulletin 0: the first two figures for the  Bulletin  
number, the second two for the page number. 

BRI CKMAKING (2606-10,2709f.,2810,3014,3108,3510,4104) 

Our earliest known brickmaker has come to light in 1670, 
John Butching senior, fined 10s. on 12 October at the Court Baron 
of the Borough of East Grinstead for unlawfully digging earth and 
clay for bricks and tiles from the waste (Court Rolls, Kent Arch-
ive Office, ex inf. Mr P.D.Wood) . 

Mrs M.Beswick of the Sussex Brickmaking Survey reports Henry 
Hurst of London Road in Kelly's directory for 1882. 

Dixon's East Grinstead almanacks for 1910, 1911 and 1912 
(but not 1913) record C. & H.Gasson, brick and tile manufacturers 
(already known in 1909). 	Mr K.G.Beney states that the Gasson 
brothers recruited his paternal grandfather from Crowhurst (Sus-
sex), their home village and his, to work in their yard at Stock- 
well Road. 	Another employee was the father of the late Mr Jack 
Mitchell of Turner, Rudge & Turner. Brickbats and dust from the 
yard were used to surface Coombe Hill Road (laid out c.11894): 
hence its popular name Red Road. 

The Brickmaking Survey is currently preparing a gazetteer 
for publication. We will gladly pass on further information 
from readers. 

Bulletin 34, u.12. PERCEVAL Spencer: delete 158. 
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THE OLD FIRM 
	

P. D. Wood 

We seem to have very little recorded business history in 
East Grinstead, although we have several firms which have been 
established here over a hundred years. 	Here, to provoke some 
others, is a brief history of Turner, Rudge & Turner, surveyors, 
auctioneers and estate agents. 

The Turner family can be •traced without difficulty back to 
about 1600 in East Grinstead, and two members, 'Old John' and 
'Young John' Turner, both of Imberhorne, were well-known local 
farmers in the first half of the 18th century. 	In 1744  was born 
John Turner, grandson of 'Old John', his father Richard having 
moved to Maylands Farm, Balcombe. 	John later lived at Pear- 
ments, Ardingly, and like several other farmers at that time, 
took to valuing as a sideline. 	From 1785  to 1790 he was Asses- 
sor to Land Tax for the parish of Ardingly and in 1801 he valued 
the whole of the parishes of Bolney and Hurstpierpoint for ass- 
essment to the poor Rate. 	These valuations still survive. 

In 1804 his son, William Turner, made the first of several 
hundred surviving valuations. 	He was then 24 and living at 
Seisfield. 	John declined into 111 health and died in 1808, 
leaving William with an established professional reputation. 	By 
1835 he was at the height of his career, farming some 250 acres 
at Hollybush (now Standen), East Grinstead, earning about £200 a 
year from his professional fees and acting as managing agent for 
the Saint Hill, Wakehurst, Holly Hill and Twyford estates among 
others. 	In 1838 he was much engaged in valuing land taken for 
the new London and Brighton Railway. 	The following year he pro- 
vided valuations of the whole parishes of Hartfieid, Twineham and 
Fletching. 	Most of the work consisted of tenant right valua- 
tions when farms changed hands but there were also rental and 
freehold valuations, chattels, furniture, timber and livestock - 
very similar, indeed, to modern practice, save for the total ab-
sence of taxation-based valuations. 

In 1840 the valuations began to be signed William Turner & 
Son'. 	Joseph, aged 15, had entered the business. 	They contin- 
ued in profitable partnership until William's death in 1858, 
after which Joseph, once again back at Imberhorne, continued 
alone for a few years. 

Now we must leave the Turners for a while and go back to 
1768. 	In that year a certain Charles Smith of an old East Grin- 
stead family married Mary Walls and was described as a carpenter. 
Their son, Thomas Dan Smith, was born in 1 773. 	By 1790 Charles 
had branched out into auctioneering and in 1792 the firm was 
Smith & Son, builders and auctioneers. 	The business was carried 
on from what is now known as Cromwell House, in the High Street, 
and provides another example of the tradesman beginning to turn 
professional. 

We have one or two of Thomas Smith's sale accounts. 	His 
usual commission seems to have been 50%, a further 5% tax was im-
posed by the government, and expenses included such items as 'Ab-
raham Awcock, crying sale different times 2s.' and 'Paid W.Pil-
cher for gin 7s.1. 



After Charles's death in about 1810 his widow carried on a 
dame school in Cromwell House and in 1820 Thomas moved his busi-
ness to 31 High Street, on the corner of what is now Cantelupe 
Road but was then only the yard of the Crown hOtej. 	On 12  De- 
cember 1842 Thomas Cramp wrote in his dIary, 'Mr. Thomas Smith 
died today - he lived a wicked life - suffered dreadfully for 
many months and then died - his last end was anything but peace'. 
Poor devil 

By that time his son John had been in the business some 
years. 	He was a very different character from his father and 
for another 20 years carried on a remarkably varied career as ap-
praiser, auctioneer, bank and insurance agent, builder, printer, 
undertaker and farmer. 	He held the Moats Farm, lived at Moor 
Place, Lingfield Road, and died in 1862 aged 48, 'a well known 
and highly respected man of means', and founded Smith's charity 
by his will. 

John Smith left no successor to his flourishing business and 
it was bought by a certain William Rudge who was born in Dorking 
around 1820 and there carried on a prosperous business in West 
Street as cabinet maker, upholsterer, undertaker, paper hanger, 
auctioneer, appraiser and general agent. 	These men, whether 
wicked or highly respected, were certainly versatile. 	Surtees 
draws a splendid thumbnail sketch of one such in Handley Cross. 

Rudge then moved from Dorking to 31 High Street, East Grin-
stead, about 1863 and during the next five or six years joined 
with Joseph Turner in partnership. 	In 1877  they bought the 
freehold of 25-31 High Street from Lord De La Warr for £2200, put 
in the present stone-dressed office fronts and put up the brass 
plate 'Turner & Rudge' which is still in the writer's possession. 

Rudge died in 1 887. 	He was energetic and held numerous lo- 
cal official posts and built up a comfortable practice. 	He also 
founded the cattle market in what was then the Crown hotel garden 
in Cantelupe Road, 

BY this time Joseph's sons, Henry and Charles, had joined 
their father and the firm became Turner, Rudge & Turner. 	Frede- 
rick, a third son, became a solicitor and founded the next-door 
firm of Frederick Turner & Jones which ceased to exist a few 
years ago. 

The Wood family enters the scene in about 1895  when W.H.Wood 
became auctioneer's clerk to Henry Turner. 	By 1918 he had risen 
to become a partner with Henry and dharles. 	R.H.Wood and J.H. 
Mitchell joined in about 1923. The firm's auction clerk at that 
time was Mark Ridley, a notable character who was Chairman of the 
Urban District Council in 1922. 

Between the wars, with the rapid increase in building, the 
urban side of the practice began to increase, a tendency which is 
still marked. 	P.D..Wood, third and last generation of that name 
in the firm, became a partner in 1956. 

Tn 1970  came an amalgamation with Streatfield & Thair, which 
as Wood & Walford had been an old-established land agency firm in 
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LEFT: Auction 
Particulars of 
John Smith 

RIGHT: William 
Rudge, c.1820-
1887 

BELOW: Henry 
Turner, 1 879-
1927 

the town, and Sydney Thair became a partner until his retirement 
in 1981. 	Offices were opened in Crawley Down in 1975,  Uckfield 
in 1976 and Crawley and Lingfield in 1979. By then the partners 
were P..D.Wood, B.O.Neale, S.A.Thair, F.A.J.Card and J..A.P.Francis 
and the practice included estate agency, estate management, plan-
ning, agricultural and urban valuations, auctioneering, antiques 
and fine art sales, architectural services, rating, timber and 
tenant right work. 	In 1984 an office was opened at Gatwick Air- 
port and in 1985 the Uckfield office lease was sold to J.A.P. 
Francis and the furniture sale room closed. 

On 1 December 1987, following several offers from big finan-
cial concerns, the business was sold to the Nationwide Anglia 
Building Society, which in March this year changed the name to 
King and Chasemore, another business it had recently acquired. 

This picture of individual tradesmen developing new skills, 
evolving into established professional partnerships and becoming 
ever more commercial under the pressure of competitive estate 
agency is repeated in every town and village. 	Its social impli- 
cations are profound and could well be explored in detail if more 
such brief local business histories could be set down. 	How 
about it? 

WORTH, SUSSEX. 

IPARTICULARS & CONDITIONS OF SALE 
OF SEVERAL 

IECES OF LAND, 
BEING PART OF 

CRAWLEY DOWN, 
THE PARISH OF WORTH, IN THE COUNTY OF SUSSEX-1 

1biefJ wat be zaa bp aurtion, b 

MR. SMITH, 

AT THE BD LION, AT TURNER'S BILL, WORTH, 

On Wednesday, the 5th day of April, 1848, 

AT Two O'CLOCK, IN LOTS. 

FULLAGAR, 

Lewes. 

G. F. BACON, PRINTER, ADVERTISER OFFICE, LEWES. 
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TWENTY YEARS ON 	 N.J.Leppard 

'It seems likely that more will be achieved in the next ten 
years than in the last ten' commented Mr P.D.Wood reviewing our 
first decade on the amenity front in Bulletin 26 (Nay 1979), a 
prediction whose challenge now demands to be taken up. 

Certainly we can add to the achievements he listed then. 
Our concern for trees has been expressed in planting, in securing 
preservation orders and in donating £200 to the Town Mayor's de-
vastation appeal. We have also donated to the parish church re-
storation and Ashdown Forest appeals, repainted the 'bow bells' 
milestones and town signs, provided a seat for Sackville College, 
saved the Cemetery Chapels, published a second town trail and in-
stituted guided walks. 	Our Junior Members restored the posts 
and rails at the top of Lewes Road and surveyed the town's public 
seats and playground equipment for the authorities. Less quan-
tifiably we have intensified our monitoring of planning applica-
tions and developments, perhaps our most important regular acti- 
vity. 	We have also improved our coverage in local newspapers 
and extended it to local radio. 

Such involvement and such publicity inevitably bring criti-
cism: on the one hand for creating another planning authority, 
on the other for failing to influence or prevent what is beyond 
our powers (often, indeed, beyond anyone's powers) 

So Mr Wood's list of failures can be extended too. 	Several 
of our planned annual projects never took off properly or dragged 
on for far too long. 	The Junior Members depended, inevitably, 
on dynamic young leadership that cannot be produced to order, and 
so they died out. 	The surviving tatty fragments of the Lewes 
Road railings stand in mute reproach. And we have not expanded 
our adult membership, indeed the peak is long past and growth is 
minimal. 	Our ancient enemy accounts for many of the losses, of 
course; perhaps another reason is the shifting population that 
characterises the town. 	New recruits keep us at about lj-% of 
the inhabitants, a figure which seems less depressing when com- 
pared with those for other towns. 	But it means we are constant- 
ly coming across those who have never even heard of us, including 
many who prove to have similar aspirations and concerns. 

Those who not only hear of us but become members too get ra-
ther more in return than was the case in earlier years. A more 
regular programme of meetings, planned further ahead, and a bet-
ter meeting place have stimulated attendances, and we also have 
an improved and increasingly successful programme of outings. 	A 
well-filled quarterly Newsletter complements the Bulletin and 
provides more frequent and more informative communication on our 
thinking and doing. 	The Bulletin has gradually raised its stan- 
dards of content and presentation and steadily attracted new con- 
tributors. 	It continues to present us to a wider world. 

The Bulletin also continues to be the main expression of our 
work in local history, the first ten years of which were reviewed 
by the present writer in Bulletin 24 (Nay 1978). The potential 
lack of balance apprehended then has been minimised by the separ-
ation of the Museum and by the creation of a supporting Museum 



Society with its own Newsletter, thus ensuring the Museum a secu-
rer future than we could 	 Yet several regret this sepa- 
ration as unjustified and some opine that this Society should now 
withdraw from the local history field entirely in favour of the 
Museum. 

It is hard to see, however, that any amenity society can ig- 
nore the history of its area; without it, understanding is in-
complete and liable to error, risking harming the heritage it is 
intended to enhance and conserve. 	Moreover the historical know- 
ledge gives a sense of identity and belonging which is particul-
arly important when the population is, like ours, both growing by 
immigration and natural generation and also constantly moving on; 
we want people to care for and about the place where they live. 
Our Society and the Museum can complement and re-inforce each 
other's work, as indeed they do. 	The Museum, for example, is 
the only place where, all year round, all our publications are on 
sale, our membership forms available and our programme displayed; 
it also stores our files and our stock of publications and pro- 
vides the meeting place for our planning sub-committee. 	In re- 
turn we allow it a percentage on its sales of our publications 
and pass on some of its news. 

Some of the other concerns expressed in the 1978 article 
have also begun to be met. 	A start on a programme of research 
and publication has been made with our Listed Buildings Project, 
even if its progress is slow. 	Research in others has been fos- 
tered, notably in the formation in the last decade of the Ashurst 
Wood Historians and the Forest Row Local History Group within our 
ancient boundaries and also in increasing private research into 
local homes and families. 	The Museum Society's fieldwalking 
programme is a first step towards tackling the lack of archaeolo-
gical work. 

In conclusion, however, perhaps the most remarkable thing is 
to have survived at all. 	At least we know that our task will 
never be over and so we may look forward to the next ten years 
and on to the centenary. We cannot allow ourselves any false 
confidence about our ability to cope with what the next decade 
may bring but I think we can be reasonably optimistic and go on 
in good heart. 

NEW TOWN GUIDE: A fourth edition of the official guide came out 
in Nay. 	A new publisher, bigger format (A5),  more spacious lay- 
out, larger print, new photographs and a superb cover picture by 
our Mr Michell make an attractive publication. The text, a revi-
sion of the third edition (1981), has lost London Road and the 
short walks but gained paragraphs on our Society, the Museum and 
town twinning. 	The first edition (1971) was reviewed at length 
in Bulletin 7 (Sept. 1971). 	(Museum and bookshops, 70 n.p.) 

The East Grinstead Museum Society's Newsletter 14 (June 1988)  in-
cludes a detailed account by Mr D.Gould of the 'local view' nega-
tives of Harold Connold and a report by Mr D,J,Skinner of some of 
his finds during development of the Herontye estate, an area he 
associates with fairs held from the 13th century to mid-Victorian 
times. 	(10 n.p. at Museum; membership £1 p.a.) 



AS}[IJRST WOOD, 1086-1986 	 A review by M.J.Leppard 

The Ashurst Wood Historians, founded in 1979 and steadily 
fulfilling their objectives, have now produced this (undated) se-
cond booklet, 60 AAl pages, attractively printed and illustrated 
with photocopies of maps, drawings and (less successfully) photo-
graphs and newsprint. 	As a serious contribution to our history 
their first effort, Ashurst Wood, A Village History, was reviewed 
in our Bulletin 35 (Autumn 1 983). 	This successor merits similar 
treatment. 

Once again most of the findings are provisional; some arti-
cles seem under-researched and over-speculative: but when the 
intention, as here, is to report progress rather than claim to be 
definitive, that is acceptable. 	Greater attention has been paid 
to identifying sources and there is a useful basic bibliography 
and list of primary sources. 

The bulk of the articles and, on the whole, the 'meatiest' 
are the work of Mr John Stapleton; they especially deserve com-
ment as a stimulus to further development of their themes. 

'Landlords of the Three Crowns, 1725-1886'  is a faithful 
summary of the relevant entries in the manorial court rolls but 
ignores the information from its deeds, directories and other 
sources in an article on the inn in our Bulletin 35. 	'Cam- 
field' should be 'Cainfieid', and it is nôt true that no-one in 
the village (or, indeed, the Historians) can read the Latin of 
the earlier, unstudied, documents. 

'A Lost Wood Gate of Ashurst Wood', studying a 1563 survey 
of boundaries, would have had fewer problems if Mr Stapleton had 
been aware of a similar survey of 1579 in which his Wood Gate is 
the starting and finishing point, known to me only in an 18th 
century copy (1) in which, as also in Mr Stapleton's version, 
some of the proper names seem inaccurately transcribed. 	Its 
'Barrs' and 'old Way' avoid the difficulties of his 'Beers' and 
'Old Were'. 	The 1563 'Cuppersfelde' (1579 'Cappsfield') next 
after the Bower seems to be the Coopers Field near the Bower in 
the 1808 account of beating the parish bounds (2). 	It is rash 
to identify the 1563 lands of Thomas Ellys north of the Wood Gate 
with those occupied 35 years later by a Thomas Ellis north east 
of Brambletye. 	Careful study of the originals of both documents 
would be well worthwhile for considerable areas of our parish. 

Mr Stapleton also contributes 'The Beginnings of Ashurst 
Wood', 'The Ashurst Wood Common' (why 'The'?), 'Shoveistrode and 
Homestall' (now dated to c.1300 ± 50 years), 'Sussex Barns in 
Ashurst Wood' (a useful survey) and 'Susanna and the Steward' 
(relationships in 1 765). 	Although the manorial records survive 
only from 1691  and it is not known when the manor originated, it 
may be worth recording here that its existence can certainly be 
traced back to c.1560 (3). 

Eric Groom's 'Sussex Directories' shows the sort of things 
that can be learnt from Kelly's directories for 1895, 1915 and 
1938 (the latter photocopied in full) and makes some comparison 
with the 1881 census but overlooks the fact that names in all but 



Iff 
the earliest are derived from registers of electors. 	'Pigor' is 
a misprint for 'Pigot'; the Universal British Directory, 1794 , 
is in fact the first with Ashurst Wood entries. More detailed 
analysis of a wider range of directories might be a useful pro-
ject for a third booklet, especially if related to censuses. 

June Creightniore and Edwina Moore provide a valuable survey 
of the farms of Ashurst Wood in 1842 and as they are today and 
Arthur Hunt an article on ancient tracks, with some information 
on 19th century footpath diversions. 	Biographical subjects in- 
dude Sir Abe Bailey (whose house, however, was built in 1861 by 
Dr John Epps who bought the property in 1846 (4)), the Avery fam-
ily of the Post Office (useful incidentally for dating their 
postcards), the Norris family, the Larnachs, Bob Obbard (b. 1908) 
and 'Rip' Cooper (b. 1911). 	There are also childhood recollect- 
ions of 'winter sports' and rather scrappy accounts from parish 
magazines or newspapers of Ashurst Wood in 1899, 1 926, 1 936, 1976 
and 1986 as well as a few lesser items. 	'Gleisen (p.38) is a 
misprint for 'Gleichen' and 'Walters' (p.40) for Waters'. 	It 
is hard to know with what an 'inside bathroom' is contrasted (p. 
39); is it an American euphemism? 

Thanks to 26 sponsors the cost is £1.75 (+ postage from Mr 
A.J.Hunt, 73 Hammerwood Road (82 3108), from whom also further 
details of the Historians may be obtaine, 

REFERENCES: (1)  Sir Henry Ellis's transcription of Burrell MS 
5652 (Nargary MSS, Barbican House, Lewes); (2) E.G. Observer, 24 
Sept. 1 965; (3) Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.44 
(1901), p.44; (4) Mrs Epps (ed.), Diary of the late John Epps 
(1875), pp.440,589 

OTHER RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

IRON GRAVESLABS: Our member Miss R.rl.Willatts contributes to 
Sussex Archaeological Collections vol.125 (1987) an important ar-
ticle on this sideline of the pre-industrial revolution iron in-
dustry, the first full study of the subject ever undertaken. 
Apart from 18 in the Welsh Marches and two in Yorkshire they are 
a Wealden peculiarity, of which 87 are recorded and analysed with 
maps, tables and photographs; their manufacture, design, patron-
age and relation to firebacks are all considered. 	Our East 
Grinstead examples receive due attention (though earlier work on 
them in our Bulletinsis not acknowledged). 	A detailed cata- 
logue including full transcriptions of inscriptions is included 
on microfiche and has been conveniently reprinted in Wealden Iron 
second series, no.8 (1988). 	Congratulations to Miss Willatts on 
this exhaustive and definitive pioneering work. 

The same volume of Collections includes (in a footnote, p.223) 
the whereabouts of our local landownership returns required by 
the Finance Act, 19 1 0, a valuable source of detailed information, 
and a note on Quarter Sessions and Assizes in early Tudor Sussex, 
including East Grinstead examples. 	The same issue of Wealden 
Iron includes notes on recent fieldwork at Ridge Hill Romano-
British bloomery, East Grinstead. 

Recent publications are also noted on pp.8 and 11, 
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LI?KILNS IN EAST GRINSTEAD: FURTHER NOTES 	 M.J.Leppard 

An article by the present writer in Bulletin 28 (Spring 
1980) was a somewhat exiguous gathering of information on local 
limekilns, since when enough further fragments have been gathered 
to warrant this brief sequel. 

From 1850  to  1852  Robert Crawfurd of Saint Hill contributed 
a series of letters (some pseudonymous) to the Sussex Agricultur-
al Express on farming matters (1), one of which, dated 10 April 
1851 and headed 'Lime and Guano', shows what using lime involved. 
Five tons of chalk had first to be fetched from White Nobs Pit 15 
miles away. 	The Surrey and Sussex Turnpike Trust levied tolls 
on it, 17s. had to be paid to the burner and 8001000 faggots 
were needed to burn it. 	Three or four carts were then needed 
for the day to take the lime to the field, where it was spread 
with shovels. 	With all these expenses the cost of using lime 
averaged £316/8d.  an  acre. 	Guano, on the other hand, averaged 
£2/4/4d. an  acre. 	Even so, he approved of the occasional use of 
lime. 

Hall Brothers of Merstham Lime Works (a family business now 
a well-known multiple) responded with a letter arguing the advan-
tages of lime over guano and Crawfurd replied emphasising his op-
position to coal-burnt lie. 

On 29 May he returned to the subject, remarking that there 
were five iimekilns on about 1000 acres round his house. Each 
tenant had about three burns a year, for which one central kiln 
would suffice. One of the five hadn't been used for 20 years. 

William Hall, lime burner 'near Godstone', had supplied lime 
for an extension to East Grinstead vicarage in 1848 (2). 

In 1859 'a piece of land with a limekiln erected thereon on 
Ashurst Wood Common' provided part of the site of the Congrega-
tional chapel (now the 'new' St Dunstan's) (3), 

In or soon after 1906 Robert Payne Crawfurd mentioned 'an 
old limekiln' by the road (now a footpath) from East Court Cot-
tage (Estcots Farm) to Fairlight in identifying the Pit Field 
used by the local Volunteers in 1803 (4). 

REFERENCES: (1) Included in his scrapbook, kindly loaned for 
study by Dr R.Crawfurd of Tenterden; (2) Kent Archive Office, 
U269 E91/1; (3) Conveyance John Mills to Benjamin Slight, reci-
ted in conveyance Slight to Trustees, 4 May 1863 (ex inf. Mr P.D. 
Wood); (4) His interleaved copy of W.H,Hilis, History of East 
Grinstead (1906), at p.167, loaned for study as above. 

The Sussex Industrial Archaeology Society's Newsletter 58 (April 
1988) reprinted, with our and her permission, Miss WHlatt's art-
icle on the Luxfords Farm pump house from our Bulletin 42. The 
same issue contains an article on work in progress recording 1 9th 
century cast-iron gravestones. Have we any in our cemeteries? 

Our next Thilletin will include an account of Cromwell House. 
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THE FELBRIDGE MARCH 
	

N.J .Leppard 

The Town Museum has on show in its permanent display on Town 
Bands a printed copy of a piano transcription of the Feibridge 
March by Edward Hunt, published by him at East Grinstead and ded-
icated to Dr Charles Gatty. 	Since it seems to be unrecorded (in 
both senses) it may be thought worth a note here. 

Edward Hunt was organist at Feibridge church, where he used 
occasionally to collapse at the console (I), and appears as a 
teacher of music at 21 Station Road, East Grinstead in Kelly's 
directory for 1 909. 	Charles Henry Gatty of Feibridge Place died 
in 1903. 	He was active in public life on both sides of the 
county boundary and President of East Grinstead's bands up to 
1887 (2) and again in the 1890s (3). 	A photograph in the Museum 
display shows him with the East Grinstead Volunteer and Town Band 
on the terrace at his home. 

Musically the march seems to run out of inspiration soon 
after its start and so the years of neglect are not inexplicable. 

REFERENCES: (1) R.J.R.Dendy in N.J.Leppard (ed.), Reminiscences 
i of East Grnstead, 1893- 1 911- (1973), p.13; 	(2) W.H.Hills, His- 

tory of East Grinstead (1906), p.232; (3) East Grinstead Volun-
teer and Town Band annual reports and accounts for 1895  and  96 
(at the Museum). 

QUEEN VICTORIA'S VISIT TO EAST GRINSTEAD 	 N.J.Leppard 

The reminiscences of 1837-8  published in Bulletin 42 (Autumn 
1 987) evoked interest in their original 1887 readerin an even 
earlier event, the then 12 year old Princess Victoria's visit to 
the town in 1832. 	The East Grinstead Observer for 12 February 
1887 recalled that the 'stage coach' (sic?) carrying her to Bux-
ted arrived in the early morning and was cheered all the way 
through the town. 	'Old Mr Hooker' (identified by R.P.Crawfurd 
as Abraham Hooker who died in 1893  aged 85 (1)) remembered that 
near what was in 1887 the entrance to Glen Vue (our Railway Ap-
proach) she threw a packet of sandwiches from the carriage window 
which was shared among those nearby. 	When they stopped outside 
the Dorset Arms, whose landlord was 'a fierce, independent fellow 
by the name of Rose' (William Rose, landlord at least 1823-32 ), 
the cheers were led by Mr Robert Crawfurd of Saint Hill. 

REFERENCES: (1) His scrapbook, from a cutting in which this art-
icle is derived, kindly loaned for study by Dr R.Crawfurd. 

THE ROEBUCK (Bulletin 43):  That the Cross was a regular former 
name of this inn rather than a slip seems more likely in view of 
a reference to 'Richard Turley at the sign of the Cross at Wych 
Cross near East Grinstead' in the Sussex Weekly Advertiser for 21 
March 1774. 

Bulletin 43, p.4: The Editor apologises for having miscopied the 
architect's name as Edward instead of Edwin; p.11, line 8: for 
'in' read 'is'. 


